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CATHOLIC ENLIGHTENMENT AND RELIGIOUS
MENTALITY IN HUNGARY (1760–1790)*
This paper forms part of a line of efforts to explore historical aspects of cer-
tain ethnological questions. My aim is to identify whether there were any
changes in the way of thinking of the Roman Catholic Church before the in-
terest in ethnography grew widespread in Central Europe.1 If so, how can we
capture these in the various strata of the clergy, the top andmedium level lead-
ership, the lower priesthood and the monks?What are the sources that reflect
changes in the mentalities and attitudes regarding ritual practices? And what
were the changes induced by new regulations of varying directions in the ev-
eryday and festive customs of the believers?
First of all I shall try to clarify the key concept in the title and explain why
it is relevant in ethnological/folklore research. Catholic Enlightenment is a
phrase which was first developed by German church history (Katholische
Aufklärung), but by now it has come to be used frequently in the French and
English literature of the subject, referring to a trend in intellectual history
which emerged in the second half, but particularly the last third, of the eigh-
teenth century.2 The objectives of this trend were to drive through or acceler-
ate a set of reforms conceived in the novel spirit of the Enlightenment. Analo-
gous tendencies were also present in different forms, but with a similar intent,
in the various Protestant denominations. The Catholic tendency first ap-
peared on the elite intellectual levels and then these ideas were mediated by the
theological seminaries until they became incorporated with the world view of
the priesthood.3 Based onmy investigations I have found that the two key con-
*The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Research
Council under the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007–2013) /
ERC grant agreement No. 324214.
1Cf. Burke, 1991.
2About the concept see Plongeron, 1969; Kovács (ed.), 1979; Klueting (ed.), 1993;
Schneider, 1998; Beutel, 2009; Lehner, 2010; Forgó, 2012; Forgó, 2014.
3Cf. Wehrl, 1966.
cepts of this tendency were rationalism and tolerance and these spread at vary-
ing paces in the region I myself am looking at – the area of the former Habs-
burg Empire. The principle of the rule of reason was predominant in the
mentality of the entire clerical leadership by 1760’s and 70’s, but the idea of tol-
erance toward people of different religions did not become widely accepted
until the 1780’s, as a consequence of the regulations introduced by Joseph II.4
The multitude of books and articles published over the past 100 years con-
cerning the paradigm of the Catholic enlightenment have built up a consider-
able and highly complicated structure around this subject area, particularly as
regards the previously mentioned literature on the history of the church, and
of literature and culture in general.5 This makes it even more remarkable that
apart from a few sporadic questions there has been no attempt in ethnological
studies to explore and process the existing sources in a systematic manner with
regard to this question.6 All of this is particularly true in the Central and East-
ern European region I am examining. The first thing the researcher needs to
do is identify those groups of sources which allow us to capture this change in
attitude. First in line are the lay measures and regulations introduced by the
Habsburg Empire which covered a number of the religious aspects of that age.7
This is followed by a systematic review of the statutes of top clerical leader-
ship, the rulings of the synods and of diocese circulars. The clerical leadership
made regular ‘canonical visitations’ (visitatio canonica) in order to check on
compliance with these regulations. Records of such visits can serve to explore
local reactions. Minutes of the visitations by archbishops and of priests’ assem-
blies in the various diocese (corona) may highlight the intentions and attitudes
of middle-level clerical leadership. The most extensive source material (and
therefore most difficult to survey) is the correspondence of the lower priest-
hood, which reflects the ambitions and conflicts of the local segment of the
clergy who lived in direct interaction with the believers. Not less instructive
from an ethnographic point of view are the minutes and official documents of
the judicial body of the church, the consistorium, particularly if in the back-
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5
Merkle, 1910;Hagen, 1953;Winter, 1966;Wehrl, 1966;Goy, 1969; Baumgartner, 1975;
Tackett, 1977; Schlögl, 1995; Breuer (ed.), 2001; Bendel – Spannenberger (eds), 2015. In
biographical form see Sägmüller, 1906; Schöttl, 1939; Dülmen, 1967; Haefs, 1998; Rom-
berg, 1999; Müller, 2005; Pichl, 2007; Stein, 2007. See more examples in Bárth 2014a.
6Exceptional works by German ethnographers, f. e. Rückert, 1937; Brückner, 1982;
Brückner, 2000a; Brückner, 2000b; Hartinger, 1985; Hartinger, 2003; Hartinger,
2004; Kimminich, 1989.
7As an excellent study see Gottschall, 1979.
ground of the story we also discern the diverging mentalities of the leadership
of the church and the lower clerical strata.8
The extensive archive source material, which I shall not describe in detail
here, allows us to flag up a number of questions relevant to the present subject
area. Similarly to Bavarian parallels, the measures issued for the area of the
Habsburg Empire mainly aimed to restrict themore spectacular outdoorman-
ifestations of Baroque Catholicism.9 They strove to curtail processions replete
with theatrical elements. Some of them became entirely extinct (e.g. the flag-
ellation march of Good Friday10), while others grewmore restrained and came
to contain fewer theatrical elements (e.g. it was no longer customary to carry
large statues around). InTransylvania, bishops’ orders were issued in the 1780’s
to limit the number and intensity of processions to shrines and chapels in the
vicinity of the villages.11 Certain elements of these church processions also
came to be regulated by the monarchy itself: during the reign of Joseph II vo-
tive objects were removed from the walls of shrines and the custom of dressing
up the statues of Mary also came under prohibition.12 The ‘house history’
(historia domus) of a small village parish along the river Tisza reveals that after
this ruling was introduced, the clothes of the statue were bought by the piece
and taken home by the village population, and the proceeds went to the
church funds.13 More generally, it was true that in the second half of the eigh-
teenth century we see a decline in the number of procedures conducted with
the aim of gaining official recognition for new shrines.14 Prolonged and often
riddled with conflict, these procedures yielded a good body of sources which
testify to the tensions between the diverging mentalities of the (mostly mo-
nastic) priesthood devoted to the ‘old’ mind-set and the clerical leadership
which represented the ‘new’ more rational world view.15 Besides curtailing
church processions related to the name-days of the various saints, other pro-
cessions and marches traditionally headed by priests, accompanied by large
flocks of acolytes and local believers and marching into the areas surrounding
the village or town at various times during the year were now also limited. The
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Bárth, J., 1996; Bárth, 1999.
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Tüskés, 1993, 385–386; Bálint – Barna, 1994; Bárth, J., 2000; Mohay, 2015.
15 See the conflict of Odó Koptik and Benedek Sajghó: Tüskés – Knapp, 2001, 320–332.
ritual of so-called ‘Rogations-days’ (dies rogationum) was now less and less com-
monly observed even though in the lateMiddle Ages and the earlymodern pe-
riod it was used regularly to provide sacral protection to the fields and their
harvest.16 Processions held in order to secure rain or to avert storms and hail
also became infrequent and eventually disappeared completely.17 The clerical
leadership considered that the so-called ‘votive days’ of agricultural villages
and towns also belonged to this sphere – these were days of piety based on local
tradition and mostly taking place in the period between spring and autumn.
By the 1760’s it was clearly palpable that the young lower priesthood, freshly
released from the seminaries, was increasingly reluctant to submit themselves
to local practices that had ‘emerged for no conceivable reason’.18 In the case of
such processions the church gradually distanced itself from the previous prac-
tice of rendering these processions more potent and efficient by super-adding
to them the layer of carrying about the Eucharist.19
The changes also affected a number of other areas of religious life. Certain
manifestations of the reverence of saints (e.g., the cult of relics) became less in-
tense, there was a decrease in the number of persons proposed for canonisation
from the region, and the process of canonisation itself became more pro-
longed.20 Disputes of an interpretative kind were launched regarding whether
the required miracles had or had not taken place. As regards the sacraments
themselves, there was a palpable move toward individualisation and the rele-
vant rites of passage began to emphasise the real person and his/her actions.
This same goal was served by the efforts to start using the liturgy of the sacra-
ments in the vernacular language.21 Although liturgical history usually claims
that introducing ceremonial books in the vernacular was a failure, the striving
itself meant an important milestone along the long journey leading up to the
2nd Vatican Synod. The fact that the rites of the first taking the Eucharist, first
confession and confirmation were consolidated as rites of passage is a further
sign of the increasing significance of individual religiosity. Since the last of
these strictly requires the presence of a bishop, using this ritual as one marking
a person genuinely coming of age was due partly to the activity of the heads of
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Scribner, 1987, 34; Bárth, 2010, 230–235; Bárth, 2009a, 480.
17The rituals see Bárth, 2010, 176–191.
18Cf. Goy, 1969, 125–128.
19Cf. Scribner, 1987, 35.
20
Tüskés – Knapp, 2001, 179–188.
21Cf. Steiner, 1976; Hollerweger, 1976; Swidler, 1977; Kohlschein – Küppers, 1993;
Kranemann, 1990; Ignatzi, 1994; Keller, 1996.
diocese.22 The order of the cemeteries was transformed by royal and imperial
ruling, moving the place of burial from the churchyard to the edge of towns
and villages. The research seems to have shown quite clearly that this was
mostly based on considerations of hygiene.23 This regulation radically reor-
ganised the structure of towns and villages in the region, but it also probably
influenced a whole line of customs and beliefs in the region related to the dead.
Besides the rites of passage of the human life-course, the order of festivals
throughout the clerical year was also radically transformed. One of a whole
line of dramatic changes was when the clerical custom of ‘house benediction’,
customary in Hungary at Epiphany and in other regions at Easter, was abol-
ished – this most firm and definite royal decree transformed a set of customs
that had been universally characteristic beforehand.24 If we look into the back-
ground of these prohibitions hallmarked by the name of Joseph II, we find not
so much of a religious motivation but the intention to extend state control
over clerical revenues. This was an area where the occasion of the consecration
of houses, which entailed a visit by the priest, was also the time when clerical
tax would be collected. (Similarly, the ambition of the ‘tax authority’ of the
time to centralise and control revenues was in the background of dispersing re-
ligious societies or checking on their cash position.25) A ritual manifestation of
consecrating houses at Epiphany, complete with custom elements and the
presence of a priest, a cantor and acolytes has only survived as a continually
practiced custom to this day in the Hungarian speaking areas of Transyl-
vania.26 Earlier researches used to attribute this to the radiating influence of
the Franciscans.27 Latterly we can add to this the role of those regulations
which the bishop of Transylvania issued with the intention of preserving local
customs.
In line with Joseph II’s ambitions, the number of compulsory festive days
was reduced even on a national level and the number of working days was in-
creased. Toward the end of the century conflicts abated between Protestants
and Catholics who used to clash over non-adherence to festive days right until
the first half of the eighteenth century.28 Obviously, this is also related to the





Bálint, 1973, 157–164; Bárth, 2010, 202–203.
25Cf. Goy, 1969, 191–203.
26
Bálint, 1973, 157–164; Bárth, J., 2006, 206–213.
27
Bálint, 1973, 164.
28About the seventeenth century practice in Gyöngyös see Molnár, 2005.
fact that after the boundaries of the various denominations became clearly es-
tablished and solidified, and the principle of tolerance became widespread, the
methods which had played such a significant role in forced conversion of Prot-
estants in Baroque Catholicism now became marginalised. This is, in fact, the
purpose served by miracle narratives about the divine punishment of people
who had broken or desecrated festive days.
In the second half of the eighteenth century the missionary ideal noticeably
lost ground as one of the goals of Catholicism in Europe (and became concen-
trated to the non-European areas).29 Neither conversion of non-believers nor
that of adherents of other faiths was now stated as a primary expectation – this
was replaced instead by goals such as sustaining and strengthening the existing
camp of believers. As a consequence of this process and the above described
phenomena, there was now also a change in the attitude of the church tomira-
cles.30 While the missionary ideal had invested much in showing that the ser-
vants of God were widely recognised as stronger than rival priests of the reli-
gious domain, this kind of competitive attitude also faded by the second half of
the century. One glaring example of this is the missionary practice of the Jesu-
its which, as triumphant narratives (litterae annuae) of their own priests claim,
successfully used images and medallions of St. Ignatius, St. Francis Xavier and
the special holy water consecrated using these objects, as well as the wax me-
dallions that had been blessed by the Pope (Agnus dei) and other special instru-
ments in healing, exorcism etc., all the way into the middle of the century.
This practice eventually began to abate within the order even before it was fi-
nally disbanded.31 The fact that miracles were no longer ‘needed’ in the pri-
mary sense was only one side of the affair – the suspicion against what came to
be called pseudo-miracles also grew stronger within the mentality of the
church.32 As scepticism grew stronger on grounds of rationalism and an ever
enhancing body of knowledge about the workings of the natural universe, sev-
eral elements of the former clerical practice came to be seen as undesirable or
downright ridiculous. This is particularly true of the practice of benedictions
and exorcisms (blessings and curses) which in the Middle Ages used to offer so-
lutions to a broad range of crises in practically all domains of human life.33 This
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blows from a number of directions in the sixteenth century. Firstly, the Ref-
ormation declared all practices of this kind superstitious; secondly the Synod
of Trident marked the beginning of an internal reform process within Cathol-
icism which started to squeeze out certain components from official practice.
Based on my earlier research efforts it has become quite clear that this
marginalisation turned out to be a slower process than had been hoped. In cer-
tain areas of Europe, including the region under examination here, printed
and MS books of ceremony, collections of benedictions and manuals of exor-
cisms remained in use, particularly in monastic orders.34 This practice, once
supported but now merely tolerated, had played an important role back in the
period of confessionalisation. They were not eschewed in a radical manner until
the second half of the eighteenth century when the mentality changed radi-
cally. The figure of the village vicar praying out loud against a set of demons
and their helpers who were supposedly arriving in a cloud had come to look
quite bizarre against the backdrop of the world view of the Catholic Enlight-
enment, even if he was acting in the interest of his community or at the re-
quest of his believers.35 Disputes emerged whether it was truly necessary to toll
the bells in case of an approaching storm and in this debate arguments were
used from the early natural sciences.36 The previous order of ritual also came
to be seen as ridiculous whereby in case of fire the priest’s job was not to fetch
water but to stand in front of the flames in liturgical dress and throw in pieces
of consecrated bread in the name of St. Agatha and say lengthy prayers to
soothe the fire, addressing in the second person singular the demonic powers
that dwelt therein37. Due to the fear of ridicule and the risk that the church lit-
urgy might become subject to mockery, the use of clerical assistance in situa-
tions of crisis became more and more restrained. While in the past in cases of
difficult childbirth people used to call a priest to come and pray over the
mother,38 this practice now petered out and trust in a professionally trained
midwife took its place (along with a whole line of surviving magical prac-
tices).39 Newly wed couples no longer had the priest bless their nuptial bed, as
direct influence of the church on fertility became an untenable idea.40 Staying













within the same context it must be mentioned that from the second half of the
century onwards there are no data of the occurrence of that extremely long
ritual sequence which aimed to help out impotent husbands. Even less so since
the ritual of the Pannonhalma Benedictine order surviving from the late sev-
enteenth century emphasised in this domain (too) the role of the bewitchment
carried out by demons and their earthly helpers (witches) and the necessity of
verbal struggle against them.41
Witches, as we know, really and truly do not exist by this time in history.
At least this is the view held on the level of official clerical leadership which, by
the mid-eighteenth century, accepted and indeed approved the new state mea-
surers aimed at putting an end to witchcraft trials.42 In the background of this
change we find, besides a number of other factors, a long process of the trans-
formation of demonological thinking. Sadly, the present frames do not allow
for a detailed description of this change.43 From the point of view of historical
anthropology, the most exciting groups of sources are those which allow us to
explore a clash in attitudes. I myself have long been interested in a case that
happened in Southern Hungary, involving a Croatian Franciscan monk
(Rochus Szmendrovich) and the leadership of the diocese of Kalocsa.44 The story
culminated in the 1760’s and the related source material allows us to witness
the conflict between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ mentalities within the church dur-
ing this period of successive transformations. In the background of the conflict
we find, on the one hand, the Franciscan attitude and religious practice which
characterised a mission-oriented practice, close to the people and dedicated to
service; and on the other hand the top echelon of the clergy which by this time
functioned on the basis of a set of rational, intellectual, elite theological argu-
ments. Both of these influences were alive at the same time in the same place
within the bounds of the same church.While the Croatian monk, inspired by
the missionary ideal, pursued an extensive practice of blessing and exorcism in
order to assist the healing of the people, the church leadership looked with
scepticism upon this direct outpouring of divine mercy (i.e., verging on
magic). No matter how hard the Franciscan argued that due to his successful
efforts at exorcism and healing, as well as due to his personality which appears
to have been charismatic from the feedback coming from his believers, he suc-
cessfully converted a number of Protestant and Greek Orthodox believers in a
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43 See more Bárth, 2014b.
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context which was multi-lingual and multi-religious, the leadership of the
church were not impressed with these results. They were far more alive to the
risk of ridicule and mockery by the followers of other religions. The letters of
the Franciscan priest make it quite clear that, driven by his enthusiastic atti-
tude, he is baffled by the reluctance of his church leadership. Why shouldn’t
he make use of the arsenal of the church which goes back thousands of years
and why is it a problem if someone uses exorcism to heal, achieving impressive
results by those means? Given the benefit of hindsight we could easily answer
his question today, since this was the time when caution regarding possession
and its remedy by the church, i.e., exorcism, became particularly strong in Eu-
rope in the air of the Catholic Enlightenment. This reluctance became further
intensified in the nineteenth-twentieth centuries and led to profound silence
in the long intervals between various scandals which flared up from time to
time.45 This was the conflict of an old view of illness which made this Francis-
can priest look for demonic influences behind illnesses of the body and the
soul, as against a more novel and rational medicinal view of the church leader-
ship which employed official doctors and diagnosed natural diseases in the case
of supposedly possessed people.46 It also meant the opposition of two different
liturgical practices. The church leadership insisted on the official ritual order
and looked with suspicion and disapproval on obscure, mediaeval-like manuals
of exorcism and the monks who used all of the special procedures that these
books contained.47 Theymade it a clear message from their leadership position
that, keeping alive these old practices, which were now expressly prohibited,
did not benefit the church, to the contrary: they threatened its reputation and
had come to be seen as a downright shameful activity. The Franciscan monk
was uncommonly belligerent and sent a whole line of letters written in a small
neat hand – we could easily consider him one of the representatives of the
world view of the counter-enlightenment (Gegen-Aufklärung)48 which op-
posed the Catholic Enlightenment.
Demonological views, notions of illness, charisma and the interpretation of
miracles… In order to examine questions of this kind within the clerical men-
tality of an age we must probe into the depths of their way of thinking. This,
of course, requires the right kind of source material. The reason why out of all
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46Cf. Levi, 2001; Midelfort, 2005.
47Cf. Sluhovsky, 2007.
48Cf. Drascek, 1997; Drascek, 1998; Brückner, 2000a, 190–191; MacMahon, 2001.
the different types of sources I chose court trial documents is because if we
narrow our perspective on these noisy scandals they offer a chance for the
kind of micro-analysis which uses an internal set of concepts to make sense of
processes of intellectual history otherwise so hard to capture and show the
ways in which these were present in practical everyday life.49 I am convinced
that the historical ethnographer can expect to find something in this area. At
the end point of all royal decrees, all statues of the diocese, and all conflicts and
scandals we find the local communities, with the clerics who are active among
them, representatives of the lower clergy and the monks. These people do
more than just carry out the wishes of their superiors. Often, and this is what
we are most interested in, they serve and preserve the demands, beliefs and
customs of the common people.50
Dániel Bárth
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